FIRE SCIENCE

Minor
The fire science program, which presently emphasizes only municipal fire control, provides classroom education, hands-on training and practical vocational experience through local fire and rescue organizations.

Instructors provide a high level of technical expertise on a variety of emergency and fire science services. The primary goal of this program is to make our students the most attractive candidates for job openings and promotions within fire and other emergency services fields.

Community and Technical College
Fire Science (https://www.ctc.uaf.edu/programs/emergency/)
907-455-2800

Programs

Minor

• Minor, Fire Science (http://catalog.uaf.edu/bachelors/bachelors-degree-programs/fire-science/minor/)

Degree

• A.A.S., Fire Science (http://catalog.uaf.edu/certificates-associate/certificate-associate-programs/fire-science/)